
MATERIAL cOMPARISON
 

& their applications
 

TWO WAY MIRRORS
 

To choose the best mirror for the project where you are hiding a camera
behind a mirror, you have to get your priorities straight. Do you want
the camera to be completely hidden, or do you want flawless picture

quality? What if you want the best of both worlds?
 

Through The Mirrors
 

Testing with a camcorder
 

F o l l o w  O U R  D E T A I L E D  B L O G  &  V I D E O
 https://www.twowaymirrors.com/hide-camera-behind-mirror/

 

Interrogation Room
 

1. Glass two way mirror
 

This glass blocks almost all of the light coming through the mirror. This
can be an advantage if you cannot make the camera side super dark by
using a shroud. This could be the case if you are using a large mirror in an
observation room type setting.

 

APPLICATIONS
 Education

 Architecture
 Home Privacy
 Store Security
 Scientific Research

 Interrogation Room
 

Market Research 
 Reality Television
 Stage Magic

 Pepper's Ghost
 Infinity Mirror 
 Safe Rooms

 
The appearance of a glass two way mirror
depends on which side you are looking through–
it is only reflective from one side.

 

70%
Reflection

11%
Light Transmission

70R/11T
 

SPECS
 

Dark Grey Substrate
 

2. Acrylic two way mirror
 

Smart Mirror
 

This mirror is great for situations where you would be hiding a camera
indoors but will scratch easily and does not hold up under outdoor, wet
conditions. It provides much better display quality than the glass two way
mirror and is more color neutral. 

 

APPLICATIONS
 Reality Television

 Stage Magic
 Pepper's Ghost 

Scientific Research
 Security Camers

 Infinity Mirrors 
 

Smart Mirror
 Education

 Architecture
 Home Privacy
 Photobooth

 Store Security
 

Acrylic two way mirror is reflective from both
sides! The acrylic can be installed in either
direction.

 

70%
Reflection

30%
Light Transmission

70R/30T
 

SPECS
 

Grey Substrate
 

3. Glass Smart Mirror
 

Smart Mirror
 

The glass smart mirror is basically the same as the acrylic two way mirror
with technical specifications with 30% transparency, but it has a much
more durable mirror coating so it would hold up better over time if
scratching is an issue or if it needs to go outside.

 

APPLICATIONS
 Hidden Cameras

 Home Security
 Magic Mirror

 Infinity Mirror
 Commercial Display

 Augmented Reality
 

Smart Mirror
 Bathroom Mirror

 Digital Signage
 Advertising

 Photobooth 
 Touch Overlays

 

The high quality, semi-transparent mirror
provides flawless clear text and graphics
through the tint-free mirror.

 

70%
Reflection

30%
Light Transmission

70R/30T
 

SPECS
 

Clear Substrate
 

4. Teleprompter Mirror
 

Executive Teleprompter
 

For hiding a camera behind a mirror where display quality is the number
one priority, whether it be for photography or teleprompting purposes, the
teleprompter glass is definitely the best with 70% transparency. However, it
does not necessarily hide the camera completely. 

 

APPLICATIONS
 Pepper's Ghost

 Stage Effects
 Optical Applications

 Speeches
 Hidden Cameras

 Infinity Mirrors
 

Teleprompters
 Heads Up Displays

 Video Creation
 Education

 Mirror TV's
 Smart Mirrors

  

Dielectric beamsplitter technology provides
tint-free light transmission.

 

30%
Reflection

70%
Light Transmission

30R/70T
 

SPECS
 

Clear Substrate
 

More Questions?
 

V i s i t  o u r  w e b s i t e  @
 https://www.twowaymirrors.com/
 


